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Abstract Recent progress in sampling-based planning has provided performance
guarantees in terms of optimizing trajectory cost even in the presence of significant dynamics. The STABLE SPARSE RRT (SST) algorithm has these desirable
path quality properties and achieves computational efficiency by maintaining a
sparse set of state-space samples. The current paper focuses on field robotics, where
workspace information can be used to effectively guide the search process of a planner. In particular, the computational performance of SST is improved by utilizing
appropriate heuristics. The workspace information guides the exploration process
of the planner and focuses it on the useful subset of the state space. The resulting Informed-SST is evaluated in scenarios involving either ground vehicles or
quadrotors. This includes testing for a physically-simulated vehicle over uneven terrain, which is a computationally expensive planning problem.

1 Introduction
This work focuses on the performance and properties of motion planning algorithms
in the context of field robots that exhibit interesting and challenging dynamics. Examples include unmanned aerial vehicles, which are becoming increasingly available and can be used for aerial reconnaissance [8], or wheeled rovers for exploration
applications [13, 4], or aquatic robots for observing and monitoring large bodies of
water [26, 12].
The objective is anytime performance, which means that the planner should be
able to quickly generate trajectories that drive the robot to the goal. Then, given additional computational budget, the solution trajectory can be refined or replaced by
a better one. Many factors can hinder a motion planning algorithm’s performance,
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such as complex environments and challenging dynamics. This paper builds on top
of a framework that can provide formal guarantees for systems with dynamics and
improves its practical performance towards stronger anytime properties. This new
planner is able to solve less complex challenges quickly, but is also able to provide
solutions in more complex cases. In essence, the algorithm tries to balance the classic “exploration vs exploitation” trade-off during planning while still maintaining
desirable formal guarantees.
Related Work: A straightforward path finding framework relies on performing a
discretization of the environment into a grid. Then, an A* search can be performed
on the grid, thereby providing waypoints for the robot to follow. There are also
methods that aim to smooth the paths via interpolation or visibility checks, and
have been used for several successful navigation tasks [10, 25].
In order to more accurately take a robot’s dynamics into account, a discrete structure of dynamically feasible trajectories can be built. By choosing these trajectories
carefully, the end states of these trajectories can coincide, creating a lattice structure that covers the state space [9, 32, 22, 29]. Then path finding can be done with
search-based methods like A*. As long as the branching factor in this lattice is finite
and the lattice is connected, the search on this lattice will terminate with the optimal
sequence of motions.
This type of approach faces issues when the effects of controls are unknown a
priori, i.e. when dynamics have significant effect. If many different control inputs
cannot arrive at the same state, the search space becomes intractably large. This is
also a a problem when considering a continuous control space where any of the
admissible controls may be selected from any state. When the number of actions is
infinite due to a continuous action space, completeness and optimality are sacrificed
for practical performance [14, 23, 7, 5].
Once a feasible path is found, it can then be used as input to a trajectory optimization procedure [30, 33]. Such methods work well for optimizing trajectories
locally, and can be applied as post processing on any motion planning algorithm. It
is important that the input trajectory is as close to optimal as possible to aid convergence.
A family of algorithms that aims to handle continuous action spaces and highdimensional state spaces are sampling-based planners [17, 19]. These algorithms
trade traditional completeness for probabilistic completeness and aim for a comprehensive exploration of the underlying state space. Recently, research efforts have
focused on the conditions under which these methods converge to an optimal path
[16] including for systems with dynamics [20, 21] and under uncertainty [24]. The
latter work on the SST approach is the basis for this paper. The SST planner is able
to provide asymptotic near- optimality properties for systems with dynamics, as well
as for physically- simulated robots. Trajectories are generated in an anytime fashion, where an initial suboptimal solution is found and improved given more computation. It becomes more difficult to improve solutions over time, however, when
computational effort is wasted on parts of the state space that will never provide
better solutions. Heuristic and anytime search-based methods handle this problem
well and focus computation only on viable parts of the search space.
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There are prior methods that tried to bring insights from search-based methods
into sampling-based planning [31, 11, 3, 2], while others consider what samplingbased insights can do for search-based methods [28, 27]. The integration of these
two methodologies is generally more efficient than using one alone. Using heuristic
information focuses computation on useful areas in the state space that will lead
to good quality trajectories. This can be seen as contradictory to the “exploration”
property that sampling-based planners traditionally boast, but guiding this exploration to the useful parts of the state space provides practical benefits.
Contribution: This paper focuses on an effective integration of heuristic search
principles with sampling-based kinodynamic planning. There are multiple changes
to the underlying SST method that after experimentation with simulated models of
field robots with dynamics have been shown to be effective: a) the node selection
process of the algorithm is deterministic - more similar to that of A* - instead of
uniform sampling in state space, i.e., RRT-like, b) a workspace-based heuristic is
used to guide the exploration and node pruning routines of SST, c) the method can
formally utilize desirable prespecified maneuvers, while still allowing for the consideration of random controls that allow for probabilistic completeness, d) multiple
controls are considered at each iteration of the algorithm and the best maneuver
according to the heuristic information is utilized, e) a branch-and-bound process focuses the search method once an initial solution has been found. These adaptations
result in improved success rate for finding solutions within given time limits and improved path quality over SST, the basic RRT, or a Randomized A* algorithm given
the same amount of computation.

2 Problem Setup and Background
This paper considers systems with dynamics that follow differential equations of the
form:
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)), x(t) ∈ X, u(t) ∈ U,

(1)

where x(t) is an element of the state space X, and u(t) is in the control space U. Some
systems have their dynamics in closed- form, but when using a physics engine, the
dynamics are numerically computed. In general, the dynamics still follow Eq. 1, but
are not expressed explicitly.
A trajectory π is a function π(t) ∈ Π : [0, Tπ ] → X where Tπ is the time duration
of this trajectory. A feasible trajectory is one where all states x ∈ π(t) are collisionfree, i.e. belong in the free space X f ⊂ X. With a slight abuse of notation, π is
implied to always include its time parameter implicitly, and a trajectory generated
between state x and x0 can also be denoted as x → x0 .
Each state x ∈ X is assigned a state cost g : X → R+ , which encodes the difficulty
of moving through that part of the state space. One common state cost function
involves the use of a discrete cost map, where different areas of the state space are
more costly than others. This can encode difficult to traverse areas, making them
last resorts for a motion planner. Then, the cost of a trajectory π is denoted by
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Z Tπ

c(π) =

g(π(t))dt.
0

Common choices of cost function include time to execute the trajectory, amount
of energy expended, or simply distance traveled. In general, as long as the cost
function is strictly monotonic and additive over a trajectory, SST can provide path
quality guarantees.
The overall goal for a motion planner is to find trajectories which satisfy Eq. 1,
start from an initial state x◦ and bring the system to a goal region XG . The secondary
objective is to provide anytime performance, i.e., find an initial solution quickly and
then improve the quality of this solution over time given additional computation,
getting as close to the optimal solution cost as possible. The optimal cost c∗ (π) is
c∗ (π) = {min c(π) : π ∈ Π , π(0) = x◦ , π(Tπ ) ∈ XG , π(t) ∈ X f ∀t ∈ [0, Tπ ]}
If a trajectory between two states is not available, and a lower bound on the cost
between those two states is needed, a heuristic can be defined:
h : X → R, s.t. h(x) ≤ c∗ (π), π ∈ Π , π(0) = x, π(Tπ ) ∈ XG

(2)

A trivial heuristic function h(·) = 0 satisfies this relationship, but provides no useful information about the expected cost between two states. If possible, a heuristic
should be as close to the cost of the optimal trajectory between the two states. Another important consideration for a heuristic function is that it is in the same unit
as the cost function. This is commonly ignored, especially if the most common cost
function is distance in state space. But if energy or time is the cost function, the
heuristic function needs to account for this difference and create a lower bound on
these costs. Given a properly constructed h function, it can help guide the motion
planner toward useful areas to search.

3 Algorithm
SST framework: The algorithm that this work builds upon is outlined in Algorithm 1 [21]). It includes a series of additions to the RRT framework so as to achieve
asymptotic near-optimality guarantees in terms of solution trajectory quality for systems with dynamics, while also requiring low computational resources in terms of
space and time.There are three basic additions to RRT that SST employs. They correspond to node selection, random propagation, and pruning:
• Node Selection: In RRT, nodes are selected via a nearest neighbor call around
a randomly sampled state. This type of selection biases the selection of nodes
toward those on the frontier of the tree. SST employs a Best Near procedure
that selects a node within a radius δBN of a random sample that has the lowest
path cost from x◦ , the root of the tree. This selection procedure biases toward
nodes that are likely to have good path quality.
• Random Propagation: Implementations of RRT perform edge extensions in
two ways: going toward the randomly sampled state from the selection process,
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Algorithm 1: SST( X, U, x◦ , Tprop , N, δBN , δw )

11

Vactive ← {x◦ }, Vinactive ← 0;
/
G = {V ← (Vactive ∪ Vinactive ), E ← 0};
/
w0 ← x◦ , w0 .rep = x◦ , W ← {w0 };
for N iterations do
xselected ←Best Near( X, Vactive , δBN );
xnew ← Random Prop(xselected , U, Tprop );
if CollisionFree(xselected → xnew ) then
if Is Locally Best(xnew , W , δw ) then
Vactive ← Vactive ∪ {xnew };
E ← E ∪ {xselected → xnew };
Prune(xnew , Vactive , Vinactive , E );

12

return G;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fig. 1 Illustration of the main operations in the SST framework. The witness set W is a set of
unconnected nodes that “landmark” areas that have been visited. During the node selection process,
a radial region around a uniformly sampled point is examined for low cost nodes.

or random propagation. It was recently shown that in some cases, the propagation toward the random sample is incomplete [18]. In addition to this, randomly
sampled controls play an integral part for the asymptotic near-optimality proof
for SST.
• Pruning: Especially when searching high-dimensional spaces, the number of
nodes stored in an RRT can become quite large. By maintaining a witness set that
“claims” a radial region around states, the number of nodes can be minimized.
This also makes algorithm iterations much faster than RRT. An illustration of
these witness nodes with respect to the tree of states is shown in Figure 1.
These three modifications make SST asymptotically near-optimal, details of the
proof of which can be found in the original paper [21].
Informed Extension: Algorithm 2 outlines the changes that make SST into an informed algorithm, iSST. Introduction of the heuristic function, h, allows for more
effective selection, more informed edge extension, and more accurate pruning capa-
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Algorithm 2: iSST( X, U, x◦ , Tprop , N, δw ,h)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Vactive ← {x◦ }, Vinactive ← 0;
/
G = {V ← (Vactive ∪ Vinactive ), E ← 0};
/
w0 ← x◦ , w0 .rep = x◦ , W ← {w0 };
O ← {x◦ }, O0 ← 0;
/
for N iterations do
xselected ←SearchSelection( O, O0 );
xcurr ← xselected ;
while xcurr 6=NULL do
xnew ←Blossom(xcurr ,h);
xcurr .priority ← xcurr .priority + 1;
if xcurr 6= xselected then
O ← O ∪ {xcurr };
if CollisionFree(xcurr → xnew ) ∧ BranchAndBound(xnew ) then
if Is Node Locally the Best SST(xnew , W , δdrain ) then
Vactive ← Vactive ∪ {xnew };
E ← E ∪ {xcurr → xnew };
Prune Dominated Nodes SST(xnew , Vactive , Vinactive , E );
xcurr ← xnew ;
continue;
xcurr ← NULL;
O0 ← O0 ∪ {xselected };

bilities relative to SST. Each of these changes are explained in the coming sections
in more detail. In the abstract, iSST borrows insights from heuristic search methods
for graphs and trees, and applies them to a continuous motion planning problem.
As explained in Section 2, the construction of the heuristic function, h, should be
a lower bound estimate of the optimal cost to the goal. For many applications, the
distance between the two is used to estimate this cost. This function however could
lead an informed search method toward environmental obstacles, subsequently hitting a local minimum. This makes trajectories difficult to find and negates much of
the benefit of a heuristic. To account for this, a simpler motion planning problem
(using a roadmap method [16]) is solved that accounts for the geometric aspects
of the dynamic motion planning problem. A geometric path tree built from this
roadmap is then used to estimate the true optimal cost to a goal region, XG . In this
way, geometrically misleading areas are avoided in favor of areas of the state space
that are more likely to lead to solution trajectories.
Informed Selection: A major departure from the SST framework is that node selection is not done via random sampling in the state space. Instead, a queue system
is employed that ensures that every node has a chance to be selected. Initially, the
open set, O, contains only the start vertex, x◦ , and the auxiliary set, O0 , is empty.
Every time a node is selected and tries to add a new child node, it is removed from
O and gets inserted into O0 , with one exception that is explained in the blossom
propagation section.
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Algorithm 3: SearchSelection(O, O0 )
1
2
3
4
5

xselected ←NULL;
repeat
if O==0/ then
O ← O0 ;
O0 ← 0;
/

6

x ← min(O);

7

11

O ← O \ {x};
n ∼ U([0, 1]);
if quality(x)< n then
O0 ← O0 ∪ {x};
x.priority = 1;

12

else

c+h
8
9
10

13

return x;

Because this is a continuous state and control space problem, one expansion of
a node is not sufficient to exhaust all possible control inputs for that node. For this
reason, when O is empty, the auxiliary set, O0 , is reassigned as O and is subsequently
cleared. In this way, all nodes that are in the tree will be continuously re-expanded,
unless pruned for path quality.
For each iteration of iSST, the SearchSelection is called to return a node
to expand (the algorithm can be found in Algorithm 3). This is replacing the
Best Near procedure from SST. Among all nodes in the open set, O, the node
with the lowest c + h value is returned, where c is the path cost from the root node,
x◦ , to that node and h is the heuristic value to the goal. Similar evaluations can be
found in A∗ formulations. After a node is found in the open set, a quality measure
for that node is computed:
x.priority


quality(x) = 

1
x.c
xgoal

h(x)
.c + h(x◦ )



.

(3)

This expression aims to bias selection toward nodes that are the most likely to
improve upon the current solution found, which has cost xgoal .c. A simple illustration of how this function biases toward nodes that are more likely to provide better
solution trajectories can be found in Figure 2. When a solution has not been found,
the expression reduces to h(x◦ )/h(x) which says that any node that has heuristic
value less than the start node’s will be selected with probability 1.
Blossom Propagation: Another deviation from the SST framework is the use of
a “blossom” variant of extension [15] (see Figure 3). Instead of only trying out
one control input every iteration, a series of propagations are performed. Among
all of these propagations that are simulated, any that collide with the environment
(Alg. 4, Line 4), would be pruned via the witness sample set (Line 5), or would
never produce a better solution trajectory to the goal (Line 6) are all removed from
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Fig. 2 Quality measures of nodes in a 2D workspace when the best known trajectory cost to the
goal is 3x the optimal cost (left), 1.5x the optimal cost (middle), and 1.05x the optimal cost (right).

Algorithm 4: Blossom(x,h)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Xnew ← 0;
/
repeat
xnew ← MonteCarlo − Prop(x, u ∼ U(U),t ∼ U([0, T ]));
if CollisionFree(xnew )
∧ Is Node Locally the Best SST(xnew , W , δdrain )
∧ BranchAndBound(xnew ) then
Xnew ← Xnew ∪ {xnew };
until M tries;
return min(Xnew );
h

consideration. Of the remaining nodes, the node with the minimal heuristic value
will be the next node added to the search tree. This set of propagations from the
same start state aims to mimic the expansion step in A∗ searches. But given that the
control space is continuous, all possible control inputs cannot be tried immediately.
Instead, a number of tries are attempted, M. This number is unique to each node, and
is reduced each expansion. When M becomes 1, the expansion procedure reverts to
MonteCarlo-Prop from SST.
Another modification that can be done in the Algorithm 4 is introducing pre-built
maneuver sets. For certain robot platforms, an expert user may be able to provide
a set of maneuvers known to have a variety of end states. For car-like systems, this
may be maneuvers that human drivers would perform. The MonteCarlo-Prop
call in Algorithm 4 can be replaced with a lookup into this maneuver library, as
long as random propagations are restored when all maneuvers have been attempted.
Using maneuvers can help speed up iSST’s performance by using known good
controls, similar to lattice- based methods.
Informed Pruning: In SST, nodes that share a witness node, i.e. are within a δw
radius of a witness node w, are evaluated against each other. The node with the
smaller path cost from x◦ would be kept, and the other node would be pruned. In
iSST, a similar procedure is done, but the evaluation criterion is now x.c + h(x).
With this additional information about expected path cost, the algorithm can be
more confident that pruned nodes will be more unlikely to improve the current best
solution trajectory.
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The commonly used technique of branch-andbound can also be used in iSST. Whenever a solution is found, any node that will never provide a better solution can be pruned, i.e. x.c + h(x) < xgoal .c.
This further reduces the number of nodes that have
to be expanded in future iterations, making it more
likely that better solutions can be found.
Effects of Changes on Properties: The proof of
SST’s probabilistic completeness property relies on
showing that every node in the tree will be selected
Fig. 3 A basic illustration of the
Blossom procedure. After trying infinitely often and eventually all control inputs will
many different candidate edges, be tried. With the Best Near selection process,
only on is added to the search this involved showing that every node had a voltree. Edges can be disregarded due ume of the state space where if a random sample is
to collisions, suboptimal paths, or
thrown, that node will be selected for propagation.
subpar heuristic values.
In the case of iSST, each node is selected infinitely
often by construction. The open set selection guarantees that each node has a positive probability of being selected. Regarding the
propagation properties, as long as iSST reverts to a single random control in the
Blossom procedure, we can maintain probabilistic completeness. The number of
blossomed propagations is reduced over time to a single propagation.
The proof of SST’s probabilistic completeness and asymptotic near-optimality
rely on the definition of a δ -robust trajectory. A δ -robust trajectory is a trajectory,
π, that is always δ distance away from the obstacle space, Xobs , and has more than
δ dynamic clearance. Then, it can be shown that if δBN + 2δw < δ , the properties of
probabilistic completeness and asymptotic near-optimality apply to SST. For iSST,
since the Best Near procedure has been replaced with SearchSelection,
δBN is not a needed parameter to consider in the analysis. It can then be shown
that 2 ∗ δw < δ is the condition of the properties outlined above. This bound may
not be tight, but follows directly from the analysis in [21]. Having an adaptive δw in
different regions of the state space is the subject of future work, which would also
help alleviate this condition in the analysis. In practice, most reasonable values of
δw work well.
For a given value of δw , asymptotic near-optimality can be proven in SST,
and subsequently for iSST. The analysis in [21] provides a method for achieving
asymptotic optimality by reducing the δBN and δw radii over time. The same method
can be applied in the case of iSST. It is however not recommended to implement
this modification, since it is only needed for an asymptotic property. For practical
run times, the iSST algorithm presented here provides good performance.

4 Experimental Evaluation
Experimental Setup: In order to test the performance of iSST, a few robotic
system models are considered for evaluation. These robotic system abstraction are
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meant to approximate real-world analogs. There are three different robotic systems
implemented for the evaluation of the new motion planning algorithm.

Fig. 4 The test case environment for the second-order car (left). The task to traverse a parking lot
with lightpoles and cars as obstacles. The heuristic function gradient is shown at the left with the
goal in the top right of the aerial view.

Second-order car: A four-wheeled vehicle with dynamics needs to reach a goal region traversing through a parking lot environment filled with vehicles (see Figure 4).
The state space is 5D (x, y, θ , v, ω), the control space is 2D (v̇, ω̇) and the dynamics
are: ẋ = v cos(θ ) cos(ω), ẏ = v sin(θ ) cos(ω), θ̇ = v sin(ω).
The optimization criterion for trajectories is time
to execute the trajectory, thus a minimum time path
is the goal. The heuristic function for the car takes
the shortest path from the preprocessed data structure, and then computes the minimum time to traverse that distance if the car were to follow that path.
This time is not feasible due to the dynamics of the
car, but provides a reasonable lower bound. There is
no state cost used here.
Quadrotor: A quadrotor moving in three dimensional workspace of a building (see Figure 5). The
dynamics are derived from [1]. The state space is Fig. 5 The test case environment
for the quadrotor. The task is to
12 dimensional and the control space is four dimen- traverse the multi-level building to
sional, corresponding to the thrust from each rotor. reach the roof. Walls are removed
The cost function is the workspace distance traveled to show the floor plan.
by the quadrotor, while the heuristic is the same.
Physically-simulated Rover: A physically-simulated rover system tasked with
traversing an uneven environment. The system is simulated with the Bullet physics
engine [6]. The system is the most computationally expensive among the three test
cases, and will be given extra time in the experiments to show algorithm performance. The time for simulation is only going to be possible for planetary explo-
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ration tasks that can have a large lead time before navigation. Future work aims to
alleviate this computational cost to get closer to the car and quadrotor runtimes.
The heuristic function for this test case utilizes a state cost function in the
workspace. The terrain generates a heightmap in the two-dimensional workspace
of the car, which can then be transformed into a state cost function. This height cost
function then weights trajectories according to their elevation, promoting paths that
do not change elevation significantly.

Fig. 6 The test case environment for the physically-simulated rover (left). The task is traversing to
the bottom left of the map (see middle overhead view). Since the heuristic takes the terrain height
into account, the heuristic does not follow a regular wavefront behavior (see right figure).

Results: To evaluate the motion planners, several statistics are gathered from
each individual planning instance. Solution cost over time is reported to show how
well algorithms can improve their solution trajectory quality. When solutions with
better costs are found quickly, this builds confidence in the algorithm’s capability to
find near-optimal solutions in practice.
To evaluate the informed motion planner, iSST, several comparison methods
are utilized. For sampling-based comparisons, the canonical RRT is evaluated as
a baseline [19]. Then, the original SST algorithm is shown as the state-of-the-art
asymptotically near-optimal algorithm for finding motion plans for dynamical systems [21]. Finally, in order to evaluate the speed of finding solution trajectories,
Randomized A∗ is implemented [7] and uses the same heuristic information that
iSST uses. In addition, Randomized A∗ also makes use of the same maneuver sets
from iSST.
The success rate over time for finding solution trajectories is shown in Figure 7.
In the case of the second-order car, SST and iSST get similar number of solutions
over time, since random controls naturally explore the workspace well in the case
of SST. Randomized A∗ is unable to return a solution reliably due to its incomplete
nature.
In the case of the quadrotor, iSST and SST diverge more. It is more difficult
in this case to find solutions without a guiding heuristic, which makes iSST find
solutions quicker. Just using the heuristic is not sufficient however, as shown by the
Randomized A∗ not finding a single solution in this problem. By allowing retries on
nodes, the success rate is improved in iSST.
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Fig. 7 Ratio of found solutions to planner attempts over time for the second order car (left), the
quadrotor (middle), and physically-simulated rover (right). Every planner was given 50 opportunities to return a result within their computational budget (15 minutes for the car and quadrotor, and
an iteration limit for the rover). Ratios closer to one are better.

When moving to the more computationally expensive rover, the amount of time
necessary to find solutions is much larger. But relative to the comparison methods,
iSST is able to provide more solutions. Randomized A∗ takes significantly more
time to execute the same number of iterations as the other algorithms, so the graph
in Figure 7 (right) is truncated for readability.

Fig. 8 Average solution cost over time for the second order car (left), the quadrotor (middle),
and physically-simulated rover (right). Every planner was given 50 opportunities to return a result
within their computational budget (15 minutes for the car and quadrotor, and an iteration limit for
the rover) and all solutions at each time instance are averaged for an overall evaluation. Lower
solution costs are better.

The solution cost results for each test case can be found in Figure 8. Interestingly,
when Randomized A∗ finds solutions, they are usually better than those returned by
all other algorithms compared here. The drawback however is that Randomized A∗
does not guarantee returning solutions, and in some cases like the quadrotor, likely
will not return a solution. iSST, on the other hand, returns low cost solutions and
finds those solutions relatively quickly. iSST also decreases the best solution cost
over time at a much faster rate than SST.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
By leveraging insights from many heuristic search methods, iSST is able to provide solution trajectories for systems with dynamics for a small computational cost.
Additionally, these trajectories can be improved over time, leveraging the anytime
nature of the SST framework. This is an encouraging result for achieving the goal
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effective and practical motion planning, but there are many outstanding issues to
address in future steps.
In regards to the SST framework, there are two parameters that drastically affect
the performance of the method, the selection radius, δBN , and the pruning radius,
δw . iSST removes the requirement for choosing δBN , but the pruning radius still
requires careful selection. One way to potentially address this is to adapt the pruning
regions based on clearance from obstacle regions. This information can be generated
during the construction of the heuristic estimate, and may alleviate some conditions
of the analysis necessary for asymptotic optimality.
Another way to improve the performance of iSST is to provide more diverse
maneuver sets. This work used maneuver sets that are generated by an expert user.
While this is sufficient for well-defined robots like cars and quadrotors, more complex systems may need a computational approach to generating this set. Leveraging
machine learning techniques for finding maneuvers will enable this informed planning framework to work for novel robot designs that previously were difficult to
study. These maneuver sets can also provide estimates of the expected update to the
state of the robot, making heuristic computation at the end of trajectories possible
without a full simulation. This would make the physically-simulated rover experiment shown in this work more computationally efficient, bringing the computation
down to similar levels for the other experimental setups.
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